FALL 2020
LMC HUMANITIES

OPTIONS FOR ALL MAJORS:

- LMC 2060: intro to literary studies
- LMC 2100: intro to science, tech, & culture
- LMC 2200: intro to gender studies
- LMC 2500: intro to film
- LMC 2600: intro to performance studies
- LMC 3202: studies in fiction
- LMC 3204: poetry & poetics
- LMC 3208: african american lit & culture
- LMC 3214: science fiction
- LMC 3219: literature & medicine
- LMC 3228: shakespeare
- LMC 3234: creative writing
- LMC 3253: animation
- LMC 3254: film history
- LMC 3257: global cinema
- LMC 3259: experimental film
- LMC 3263: music, culture, & society
- LMC 3302: science, tech, & ideology
- LMC 3304: science, tech, & gender
- LMC 3502: medieval lit & culture
- LMC 3511: american lit & culture
- LMC 3516: lit & cultural modernism

MAJOR RESTRICTION LIFTED FOR PHASE II:

- LMC 3206: communication & culture
- LMC 3314: technologies of representation

ALL COURSES WILL UTILIZE THE WAITLIST
WAITLISTS WILL BE AVAILABLE FRIDAY, MARCH 27